To the committee on Ethics of FIDE
Chairman Strydom, Francois P.
COMPLAINT!
Dear Strydom, Francois P.!
I am Tanzharikova Liana, and I am writing on behalf of my daughter
Assaubayeva Bibisara who represents the Russian chess Federation.
I ask you to take measures vis-a-vis the grand master Evgeny Solozhenkin and the
international female master Elizaveta Solozhenkina.
On September 16-26, 2017, during the World Cup in chess , passing in
Uruguay, at the end of the second round Elizaveta Solozhenkina has told her
father Evgeny the assumption that she heard how Bibisara being in a toilet cabin
has allegedly asked : "What assessment is there ?".
Solozhenkina has played 1,5-2 hours earlier than Assaubayeva. They haven't
addressed arbitrators at once. Two rounds took place that day.
Solozhenkin with his daughter wrote the complaint to the chief arbitrator
according to rules of anticheating committee of FIDE before the fourth tour on
the 19th of September that my daughter Assaubayeva Bibisara used electronic
hints.
From the fourth tour, arbitrators checked Bibisara with the metal detector, looked
into her ears, checked her hair and clothes. Even her going to the toilet, from the
fourth till the eleventh tours, was followed by arbitrators.
Without having waited for the answer from the chief arbitrator after the World
Cup, Solozhenkin E. published the article in many Internet portals on the 26th of
September
http://diverbium.bbhit.ru/viewtopic.php?id=165
that, Assaubayeva was a "cheater", thereby having created a public response,
without any proofs.
This article appeared on the chess website chess news
http://chess-news.ru/node/23790
on the 29th of September ,2017.
These charges and slander were picked up by other chess players and trainers as
grand masters Shipov S., Zagrebelny S. Kryakvin D. They expressed the support
to charges of E.Solozhenkin on their personal pages of social networks in
Facebook, and discussed Bibisara's parties from different tournaments in Internet.
The grand master Solozhenkin E. also declines parents of chess players that
Assaubayeva is a"cheater".
http://chess-news.ru/node/23802

Grand master Khalifman A. on the 20th of June 2017 got Asaubayeva Bibisara`s
parties from the Men's European championship of 2017 for Solozhenkin E. from
organizers of a tournament under a false pretext(the photo of correspondence is
applied).
From the 26th of September began " the war" in the Internet space . Adults chess players, trainers write to Bibisara in Facebook with charges and curses that
she is a cheater and she isn`t worth playing chess. I receive negative letters to
my daughter. We can't quietly engaged in chess.
Grand master Solozhenkin thinks out various false articles every day, the chess
journalist Atarov E. and the organizer of tournaments Sergey Beshukov have
resumed since the 11th of October, 2017 a new persecution in the form of
offering a match.

https://www.facebook.com/dmitry.kryakvin/posts/1925551334328170?
comment_id=1925659307650706&reply_comment_id=1925659517650685¬if_id
=1507729255510353¬if_t=feed_comment_reply
Evgeny Solozhenkin's actions, aren't acceptable on ethical reasons as a trainer, a
teacher and a grand master. They have slandered 13 years old child , the 5th
multiple world champion, the 2nd multiple vice-world champion! Bibisara having
taken the 2nd place in this World Cup , hasn`t lost any game.
On the basis of it, I ask to bring to responsibility;
1. Deprive the grand master Solozhenkin Evgeny of his trainer's activity.
2. Disqualify Solozhenkin E. Solozhenikina Elizaveta from participation in
tournaments.
3. Take measures in respect of grand masters Shipov S., Kryakvin D., Zagrebelny
S. who published the posts discrediting Bibisara's reputation.
4. Take measures in respect of the chess journalist Atarov E. and the organizer of
tournaments Sergey Beshukov for incitement of the conflict without any proofs.
This situation spoils the reputation and questions the abilities of the five-time
world champion, Assaubayeva Bibisara.
Yours faithfully
Tanzharikova Liana.

